
Google Analytics Implementation
Expert implementation by a trusted Google Analytics Partner

Laying a solid foundation for your data analytics
strategy
An analytics platform is the very foundation of your organization’s data strategy.
It provides a vast array of visitor data sliced and diced in innumerable di!erent
ways which can then be used to shape your organization’s digital marketing
and advertising strategy, product o!ering, website content, and search engine
optimization strategy.

Your analytics platform can also provide real-time feedback on how e!ectively
any of these strategies are performing, which allows for tweaking them swiftly in
response to marketplace changes. Your analytics platform is therefore one of your
most powerful business tools – one that can help you acquire more customers
by understanding their behaviors and preferences and using these insights to
respond promptly to their existing and emerging needs.

Analytics platform implementation – the bedrock of your
data strategy foundation
The quality of the data and insights produced by your analytics platform is only as
good as the quality of its installation – an improper installation of your analytics
platform can result in questionable data with potentially serious consequences
for your organization. An organization relying on inaccurate or questionable data
is – in addition to wasting valuable resources by failing to properly leverage its
technology investments – ceding invaluable competitive advantage to its rivals.

If your analytics platform is the foundation of your data strategy, its
implementation is the bedrock on which it stands. A thorough, strong
implementation can ensure that your entire online presence – including
your website, microsites, associated mobile and social channels, and digital
display advertising – is captured accurately for your analysis needs. A weak
implementation of your analytics platform, on the other hand, puts your whole
data strategy at risk of collapse.

“It is dangerous to assume that because Google Analytics is simple to implement, anyone
can do it on their own. But before you venture into deploying Google Analytics, ask yourself: Am
I really the right person to do it? Put aside the thought that you can "nd all answers online and
answer honestly: How long are you willing to mess around with tags, lack of con"dence in your
data and excuses? Can you a!ord to put your job, your reputation and your business at risk?”

Your Google Analytics implementation
– or re-implementation – in 7 steps:

1. Kick-o! phone call with organizational
stakeholders

2. Business requirements gathering &
documentation

3. Solution Design and specs for non-
standard aspects of the deployment

4. Implementation (or re-implementation)

5. Quality Assurance Testing and deployment

6. Knowledge transfer including client
walkthrough and best practices
documentation

7. Project wrap-up and next steps



The Cardinal Path Google Analytics Implementation
Advantage
Cardinal Path’s Google Analytics Implementation service follows an in-depth
process that starts with your organization’s business goals and data analysis needs
and then comprehensively addresses the business and technical factors to achieve
a successful analytics platform implementation.

The Cardinal Path Google Analytics Implementation advantage:

• Cardinal Path interviews your key stakeholders to understand your business
objectives and Key Performance Indicators

• A Business Requirements Document is created for review, and includes:

» Key Business Objectives (KBO)
» Key initiatives that map back to the KBO
» Recommended KPI framework
» De!nition of the Key Performance Indices against your initiatives
» Goal for the stated KPIs
» Mechanics of the KPIs that explain how they will be measured

• Cardinal Path then develops a customized Solution Design Document which
describes the technical solution for capturing the data required to track each
of your KPIs;

• We work closely with your development team to implement your Google
Analytics application as laid out in the Solution Design Document;

• Cardinal Path then tests the implementation on your development or staging
environment and in the production environment and vets the data for
accuracy and completeness;

• Finally, Cardinal Path conducts a knowledge transfer with your teams, walking
them through the custom implementation and demonstrating its tie-in to the
reporting requirements that were identi!ed during the Business Document
Requirements phase.

Cardinal Path’s GA Implementation service will help our clients realize the
immediate bene!ts of solid data, reporting and business insights by giving them
greater control over variables that can help increase their conversion rates, acquire
more customers and grow their business, along with the assurance of our support
and training.

Get started!
Let Cardinal Path take the complexity and potential long-term risk out of
implementing Google Analytics. Make the most of your analytics platform and data
strategy by putting in place the foundation you need for ongoing data analytics
best practices.

We’ll show you how. Contact us today:

480.285.1622
info@cardinalpath.com
www.cardinalpath.com

Cardinal Path is a premier digital data analytics !rm that works with the world’s most prominent organizations to create, implement
and action advanced analytics. Known for its industry leadership with tools such as the Online Analytics Maturity Model, a framework
for assessing enterprise-wide analytics maturity, Cardinal Path comprises dedicated teams of award-winning analysts, statisticians,
academics, developers, and many of the top minds in the digital marketing space. We help our clients unlock the value of their data,
sharing all that we know and empowering people to make con!dent business decisions for sustainable growth.
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Cardinal Path has dozens of
specialists who have done
hundreds of implementations
and mastered the art of
con!guring Google Analytics
and other web analytics
platforms.We are very proud
to say that Cardinal Path
can deploy best practice
implementations for all verticals
faster, more accurately and
con!dently than ever before.

Need other supports to get themost
out of Google Analytics?

Cardinal Path’s expert teams are available for
a variety of Google Analytics services:

» Existing Google Analytics implementation
audit

» Custom-designed on-site Google
Analytics training

» Advanced analysis and insight projects

» Customized dashboarding and reporting
services

» Migration to Universal Analytics
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